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Existing VIV prediction approaches for steel catenary riser (SCR)
typically employ truncation model without considering the inter-
action between the SCR and soil, and only allow for cross-flow (CF)
VIV. In this study, a time domain approach accounting for the SCR-
soil interaction is proposed to predict the CF and in-line (IL) VIV
induced fatigue damage of a SCR at touchdown zone (TDZ). The
hydrodynamic force resulting from the vortex shedding is modeled
using the forced oscillation test data of a rigid cylinder and an
empirical damping model, which are defined as functions of the
non-dimensional dominant frequency and amplitude of the SCR
response. Due to the coupling effect, the IL VIV force is magnified
based on the CF VIV amplitude. By combining a linear hysteretic
interaction model with a trench shape model, some particular
phenomena during the vertical SCR-soil interaction are captured
and qualitatively discussed, while for the horizontal direction, the
seabed is simplified as nonlinear spring model. Based on these
models, parametric studies are conducted to broaden the under-
standing of the sensitivity of VIV induced fatigue damage to the
seabed characteristic. The results indicate trench depth, vertical
and lateral stiffness, and clay suction are significantly affect the VIV
induced maximum fatigue damage at TDZ.
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1. Introduction
Steel catenary riser (SCR) is a kind of technically feasible and economically efficient structure
extensively used in the oil and gas production of deep and ultra-deep water. Due to the restriction of
the seabed on the SCR bottom, the touchdown zone (TDZ) is prone to fatigue failurewhen experiencing
oscillations induced by the connected hull response and VIV. Therefore, it is crucial to reasonably
simulating the SCR-soil interaction and the relevant environment loads in the design of a SCR. Since the
nonlinear hysteretic SCR-soil interaction model was proposed by Aubeny [1] based on STRIDE JIP and
CARISIMA JIP [2,3], lots of works [4e6] have been carried out to study the response characteristics of
SCRs at TDZ. These studies demonstrated the seabed trench development and its effect on the SCR
response near TDP, and the effect of clay suction on the fatigue damage near TDP. Additionally, many
researchers [7e10] focused on the laboratory test to study the SCR-soil interaction mechanism, and
well captured the mobilization and release of clay suction, which in some extent supported the SCR-
soil interaction model.

The prediction technology for the coupled oscillation of the floating hull is already integrated into
commercial software, such as DeepC [11], which are widely used in the offshore industry. In regards to
the VIV, although the basic mechanism is well known [12], and relevant experimental studies using
spring mounted rigid cylinder [13e15] and large scale riser models [16e20] have been extensively
investigated, a reliable approach for the simulation of riser VIV in time domain is still needed. Owing to
the complex fluidestructure interaction mechanism, the current VIV prediction approaches are limited
to CF VIV, and are mostly in frequency domain [21,22]. Baarholm [23] indicated that IL VIV causes as
much fatigue damage as CF VIV, and cannot be neglected. Frequency domain approach is cost efficient,
but SCR-soil interaction and other nonlinear boundary conditions cannot be well taken into account. In
recent years, more attentions are paid to time domain approach, and some codes are developed, such
as ABAVIV [24] and SimVIV [25]. However, these codes cannot consider the IL VIV, or apply simple
hydrodynamic coefficient in the IL direction. In regards to VIV induced fatigue damage at TDZ, a series
of studies were carried out in time domain by Larsen et al. [26] andWang et al. [27], while also limited
to CF VIV.

Based on the forced vibration test data [28,29], this paper proposed a time domain approach to
simulate the coupled CF and ILVIV, and validate it using the Han∅ytangen riser model. The comparison
of the numerically and experimental obtained displacement RMS and fatigue damage indicates this
approach can reasonably predict riser VIV response. The fatigue damages are both calculated using rain
flow counting methodology. Combined with a SCR-soil interaction model considering the clay suction
and trench shape in vertical direction, and lateral seabed stiffness, the time domain VIV approach is
used to study the sensitivity of fatigue damage of a SCR at TDZ on the seabed characteristics, and some
useful conclusions are obtained.
2. Coupled CF and IL VIV model

2.1. Model formulation

SCR is a kind of slender structure connecting vessel and seabed, see Fig. 1. The response of a SCR
exposed in the ocean current can be expressed using the EulereBernoulli equation as follows:

m€r þ c _r þ
�
EIr

00�00 � ðTer0Þ0 ¼ FHydro þ Fsoil (1)

where r is the position vector, m is the riser mass per unit length, c is the structural damping, EI is the
bending stiffness, Te is the effective tension, FHydro is the hydrodynamic force, Fsoil is the seabed
resistance.

Periodic vortex shedding at the two side of the SCR induces the hydrodynamic force in two di-
rections transverse and align with the flow, which cause the CF and IL VIV respectively. The hydro-
dynamic force is in general decomposed into the velocity-related item FV, and the accelerate-related
item FM [29]. Therefore, FHydro can be expressed as:



Fig. 1. Configuration of the steel catenary riser.
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FHydro ¼
�
FV ;CF
FV ;IL

�
þ
�
FM;CF
FM;IL

�
(2)

where the subscripts ‘CF’ and ‘IL’ represent the CF and IL related items respectively.
Considering the similar formula type, FV and FM in the CF and IL directions are uniformly given as

follows:

FV ¼ 1
2
lCV

�
A*; fr

�
rf DV

2 cosðutÞ (3)

FM ¼ p

4
CM

�
A*; fr

�
rf D

2u2A sinðutÞ ¼ �ma€r (4)

where CV(A*, fr) and CM(A*,fr) is excitation coefficient and added mass coefficient, l is the amplification
factor of the excitation coefficient due to coupling effect, A* ¼ A/D is non-dimensional amplitude,
fr ¼ fdD/V is dominant non-dimensional frequency, fd is dominant frequency of a riser response
described in Section 2.2, rf is fluid density, D is riser diameter, V is current velocity, A is response
amplitude, u ¼ 2pfd is circular frequency, ma is added mass per unit length. By default the above pa-
rameters not only represent the CF items but also IL items, unless the subscript ‘CF’ and ‘IL’ are added to.
For example, CV ;ILðA*

IL; fr;ILÞ only denotes the IL excitation coefficient.
The CF and IL excitation coefficients are obtained by Gopalkrishnan [28] and Aronsen [29]

respectively based on the forced vibration test of rigid cylinder. Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrate the exci-
tation coefficients as a function of non-dimensional amplitude and dominant non-dimensional fre-
quency. In the present study, the added mass coefficient is taken to be 1.0.

The CF and ILVIV have coupling effect, and influence each other. Blevins [12] indicated that when CF
amplitude exceeds 0.2e0.3 riser diameters, the CF response can significantly amplify the IL response.



Fig. 2. CF excitation coefficient, CV,CF [28].
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Fig. 4 shows the amplification factor of IL excitation coefficient as a function of the ratio of CF amplitude
to riser diameter. Since the widely used frequency domain codes can give reasonable and acceptable
prediction without considering the effect of IL response on CF response, the amplification factor of CF
excitation coefficient is simply set to 1.0.

Generally, positive excitation coefficient denotes the excitation force synchronize to the riser's
velocity, while negative value means hydrodynamic damping. The associated damping coefficient can
be obtained based on the assumption of equivalent dissipated power in a period:

cf ¼ �CVrf V
2D

2Au
(5)
Fig. 3. IL excitation coefficient, CV,IL [29].



Fig. 4. Amplification factor of IL excitation coefficient [12].
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Outside the test range, the empirical dampingmodel for CF VIV proposed by Venugopal [30] is used,
which classifies the hydrodynamic damping according to the dominant non-dimensional frequency
region.

Damping in high dominant non-dimensional frequency region:

cf ¼ Chf rf DV þ csw (6)

where Chf is taken to be 0.18 [21]. Csw is the still water damping given by:

csw ¼ uprf D
2

2

"
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

uD2
	
v

s
þ Csw



A
D

�2
#

(7)

where n is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, and Csw ¼ 0.2 [21].
Damping in low dominant non-dimensional frequency region:

cf ¼ Clf rf V
2
.
u (8)

where Clf is taken to be 0.2 [21].
In this study, the IL VIV also uses the above hydrodynamic damping model with different

empirical parameter values due to different oscillation direction and vortex shedding mode. By
matching the extension of the contour of the IL excitation coefficient, the Chf and Clf are set to be 0.35
and 1.0 respectively. The dash lines in Fig. 3 show the extended contour calculated using the damping
model.
2.2. Determination of amplitude and dominant frequency

The amplitude and dominant frequency of a riser element are essential to obtained hydrodynamic
force. In the CF and IL direction, the displacement, time and velocity (corresponding to the symbols: u, t,
v) at each step are extracted. According to the adjacent two points a and b with v ¼ 0, the calculated
amplitude and frequency can be determined by: Ac ¼ jub-uaj/2, fc ¼ 1/(2 � (tb�ta)). In this study, the
calculated amplitude is considered as the above mentioned amplitude: A ¼ Ac.
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To obtain the dominant frequency of each riser element, the following steps are undertaken:

(a) Determination of the excitation region [fr1, fr2] and the region center for CF and IL VIV
respectively. The excitation region is defined according to Figs. 2 and 3. The region center is
the fr corresponding to the maximum excitation coefficient. CF VIV has one excitation region
with range of [0.125, 0.2] [22], while IL VIV has two excitation regions with range of [0.27,
0.375] and [0.375, 0.76] respectively [29]. The related center is 0.17 for CF VIV, and 0.33 and
0.43 for IL VIV. Noted that above values changes with variation of Strouhal number as
equation (9):



fr
St

�
test

¼


fr
St

�
actual

(9)
(b) The natural frequency closer to the frequency associated with the region center is chosen as the
preliminary dominant frequency, and then initial amplitude is assumed for each element in two
directions to obtain the hydrodynamic force to drive the riser response.

(c) Based on the response, Ac and fc are calculated. If the non-dimensional frequency associatedwith
fc falls in the corresponding excitation regions, e.g.fcDV 2½fr1;CF ; fr2;CF � for CF VIV, the natural fre-
quency closer to the region center, i.e. the preliminary dominant frequency, would dominate the
riser element response, and lock-in occurs; if outside the range, fc is considered as the dominant
frequency, and the riser element is subjected to damping force.

(d) At the end of each incremental step, step (c) is conducted to determine the dominant frequency
for the next incremental step.

According to above statement, a riser element in IL VIV may be locked in at two frequencies, e.g. f1,IL
and f2,IL corresponding to the two excitation regions respectively. If this happens, the proposed
Fig. 5. Flowchart of VIV analysis.



Table 1
Parameters of HanØtangen's riser model.

Parameters Value

Length (m) 90
Out diameter (m) 0.03
Inner diameter (m) 0.026
Young's modulus (Pa) 2.1 � 1011

Mass ratio 3.13
Structural damping 0.003
Top tension (N) 3700
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approach divides Ac into two parts, Ac1 and Ac2, and assigns them to the two lock-in modes. The cri-
terion of determining the values of Ac1 and Ac2 is that the combination of the excitation forces, CV,IL(Ac1/
D, f1,ILD/V) þ CV,IL(Ac2/D, f2,ILD/V) is maximum. For understandability, Fig. 5 demonstrates the flowchart
of VIV analysis.
2.3. Validation based on large scale riser model

The riser model used in Han∅ytangen test [23,31] is simulated to validate the present approach. In
the test, the riser is exposed in a linear sheared current profile by moving the vehicle at a constant
speed. The tension is kept constant by the buoyancy device. The riser properties are presented in Table
1. In this study, the Strouhal number is taken to be 0.17.

The RMS of displacement is first compared for the case with the vehicle speed of 0.54 m/s. Figs. 6
and 7 illustrate the numerical and experimental results. It is noted that the present approach gives a
higher prediction at the upper zone of the riser. At the bottom zone, the results show good agreement
for CF VIV, while the present numerical IL VIV result is underestimated. The tendency of the
displacement profile can exhibit the dominant mode. For CF VIV, mode 11 approximately dominates
the riser response for both method, while for IL VIV, the present approach predicts mode 20 as the
dominant mode, lower than the mode 23 of the experimental result.
Fig. 6. Comparison of CF displacement RMS.
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Based on the stress time histories, the fatigue damages are obtained using rain flow counting
methodology, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. SeN curve parameters are listed in Baarholm [23]. In the
present study, only sixty points uniformly along the riser is calculated and the associated stress is
considered as a combination of bending stress and axial stress [32]. The results indicated that except for
the upper zone, the present approach gives lower estimate, especially at the middle zone for IL VIV.
Overall, the present approach is reasonable for the coupled VIV response prediction, and when com-
bined with rain flow counting methodology, can give reasonable fatigue life.
3. SCR-soil interaction model

3.1. Model formulation

With continuous impact of the SCR on the seabed, a seabed trench generates and develops. The
study by 2H Offshore [33] indicates that whether or not considering the trench shape has significant
effect on the prediction of a SCR at TDZ. Bridge [34] reported several observed trench shape in Gulf of
Mexico, which showed that SCR trenches in general have ladle shape in profile. Based on this, a trench
shape model in vertical direction is proposed, and the ladle shaped part is divided to linear, nonlinear
and extended zones, seen Fig. 10. As an attempt, the trench corresponding to the buried zone of a SCR is
related with the maximum penetration, riser diameter and mass per unit length. The horizontal length
lB and lL, and the slope angle a of the linear zone are given as [27]:

lB ¼ g

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jzjmax

	
D

q �
m1=3

lL ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jzjmax

	
D

q
1þ 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jzjmax

	
D

q 4lB

a ¼ atg
�
b

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jzjmax

	
D

q �
(10)
Fig. 7. Comparison of IL displacement RMS.



Fig. 8. Comparison of CF VIV induced fatigue damage.
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where jzjmax is the maximum penetration in a trench, g, 4 and b are empirical trench shape
parameters.

The nonlinear zone is depicted by equation (11):

d4jzj
.
dx4 ¼ 0 (11)

By setting rotation angle to be zero at the maximum penetration position and a at the other end, the
nonlinear zone can be obtained. As for the extended zone, this paper simply employs the mirror
symmetry of the nonlinear zone. The penetration corresponding to the surface zone of a SCR is
Fig. 9. Comparison of IL VIV induced fatigue damage.



Fig. 10. Sketch of seabed trench.
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determined by equating the riser submerged weight to the soil resistance, Pz, governed by the back-
bone curve given as:

Pz ¼ NPD
�
S0 þ Sgjzj

�
(12)

where S0 and Sg are mudline shear strength and shear strength gradient respectively, jzj is the pene-
tration of a SCR into seabed. Np is a dimensionless bearing factor expressed as:

NP ¼ aðjzj=DÞb (13)

where a and b are empirical parameters taken to be 6.7 and 0.254 respectively [1].
Bridge [2] described the SCR-soil interaction process as a full loop enclosed by the black line in

Fig. 11, and proposed soil stiffness model considering soil suction and conservative large displacement
soil stiffness model represented by dash line and dot dash line respectively. This study simulates the
SCR-soil interaction with linear hysteretic model depicted by the loop: [6,27]. When the SCR
Fig. 11. Sketch of SCR-soil vertical interaction process.



Table 2
Parameters of SCR-soil interaction model.

Particulars Definition

jzjmax Maximum depth of trench for beam-spring model
S0 Seabed mudline shear strength
Sg Seabed shear strength gradient
msep Riser-soil separation factor jzj4/jzj1
lsuc Position factor of maximum suction (jzj3�jzj4)/(jzj1�jzj4)
fsuc Maximum suction factor �Pz,3/Pz,1
g Empirical parameter for trench shape
4 Empirical parameter for trench shape
b Empirical parameter for trench shape
kL,max Lateral stiffness of the seabed at point 1
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uplift, the soil resistance decreases to zero at point 2, and then the clay suction mobilizes and then
releases following: 2 / 3 / 4. When the SCR contacts with seabed again, the soil resistance appears
and increases from points 4 to 1. If reverse motion occurs without reaching point 1 when the SCR
moves downwards or without SCR-soil separation when the SCR moves upwards, the Pz�jzj relation
yields to double dot dash line parallel with dash line .

Different position along TDZ has different loop determined by related points 1, 3 and 4. The seabed
resistance Pz,1 at point 1 is obtained by assigning the relevant trench depth to jzj in equation (12). Point
3 is related with the seabed suction, which is determined by two parameters: lsuc for the related
penetration, and fsuc for the maximum suction. Point 4 is the position where the SCR separates from
seabed, determined by parameter msep.

For the lateral interaction, a spring model considering SCR-soil separation is employed. To avoid
large variation of lateral force when SCR-soil separation, the model stiffness is assumed to linearly
decrease from kL,max (at point 1) to 0 (at point 4).

As a summary, the related parameters controlling the SCR-soil interaction model are presented in
Table 2.
3.2. Identification for the trench shape parameters

This section employed the observed trenches of two SCRs in Bridge [34] to determine the trench
shape parameters. The selected SCRs have the same out diameter and wall thickness: D ¼ 0.3239 m,
t ¼ 0.0175 m. Based on equation (10) and the observed trench dimensions in Table 3, the trench
shape parameters are calculated, and approximately taken to be: g ¼ 122, 4 ¼ 0.27 and b ¼ 0.016.
The numerical and observed trenches corresponding to the two SCRs are plotted in Figs. 12 and 13,
where the linear zone is in good agreement, whereas the nonlinear zone is slightly over estimated.
It should be mentioned that the self-weight penetration is very small, so it is not considered in the
two figures.
Table 3
Trench dimensions and shape parameters.

Gas export SCR Oil export SCR

lB (m) 50.4 31
lL (m) 17.5 8.4
a (deg) 1.96 1.25
jzjmax (/D) 4.3 2.1
g 123.5 121.0
4 0.272 0.263
b 0.0163 0.0151



Fig. 12. Trench shape comparison of oil export SCR.
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3.3. Qualitative analysis for the linear hysteretic model and lateral stiffness model

Although many studies have been carried out for SCR-soil interaction, model considering
seabed trench is barely found in the published literatures. Therefore, this paper only qualitatively
discusses the obtained Pz�jzj and Py�y relations in the simulation of the targeted SCR. The SCR
properties and environment parameters are presented in Section 4.1. The parameters of the SCR-
soil model are: jzjmax ¼ 0.6 m, S0 ¼ 3.5 kPa, Sg ¼ 2.5 kPa/m, msep ¼ 0.6, lsuc ¼ 0.8, fsuc ¼ 0.2, g ¼ 122,
4 ¼ 0.27, b ¼ 0.016, kL,max is simply taken to be k1 (k1 is the stiffness corresponding to line in
Fig. 11).
Fig. 13. Trench shape comparison of gas export SCR.



Fig. 14. Pz-jzj relation at node 189.
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SCR-soil interaction forces at node 189 between the maximum penetration position (node 186)
and touchdown point (TDP, node 192) are extracted. Pz�jzj relation is plotted in Fig. 14. It is seen that
SCR separates with seabed at point c. Owing to that Pz changes based on the displacement and ve-
locity of the former calculation step, the clay suction do not turn to release immediately at point a,
but reaches a higher value at point b, and then decreases to the expected Pz�jzj relation (a / c).
Additionally, it is noted that the clay suction at point a is 0.2 times soil resistance at point b as ex-
pected. The lateral seabed stiffness keeps changing with up-and-down motion of the SCR, which
causes nonlinear Py�y curve, see Fig. 15. The point with Py equal to 0 is the SCR-soil re-contact po-
sition, such as points e, g and g.
Fig. 15. Py-y at node 189.



Table 4
Principles of the targeted SCR.

Length 1410.8 m
Horizontal span 791 m
D 0.3 m
t 0.016 m
Mass per unit length 112 kg
Height of top hang off point 975 m
Hang off angle 12 deg
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4. Fatigue sensitivity analysis

4.1. Model parameters

The targeted SCR serves in a semi-submersible platform system in the sea area with water depth of
1000 m. Its properties are presented in Table 4. Fig. 16 gives the current component perpendicular to
the SCR since this component accounts for VIV. In this study, the current is taken in the xz-plane.

For the purpose of investigating the sensitivity of the fatigue damage of the SCR at TDZ to the seabed
characteristics, five cases with variation of (1) jzjmax, (2) S0, (3) Sg, (4) fsuc and (5) kL,max are simulated.
The related parameters of SCR-soil interaction model are presented in Table 5 kL,max is taken as the
multiples of k1.
4.2. Modal analysis

The aim of modal analysis is to calculate the natural frequencies in CF and IL direction respectively.
Based on the obtained natural frequencies, VIV analysis can be carried out. To demonstrate the
dominant frequencies, the amplitude spectrum of VIV response ate node 189 is calculated. Fig. 17(a)
shows that the dominant frequency of CF VIV is 0.47 Hz, while due to existence of two excitation re-
gions, the IL VIV has two dominate frequencies approximately equal to 0.93 Hz and 1.22 Hz respec-
tively, see Fig. 17(b).
Fig. 16. Current component perpendicular to the SCR.



Table 5
Summary of seabed parameter values.

Parameters Case number

1 2 3 4 5

jzjmax 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
S0 1.5 1, 2, 3, 3.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Sg 2.5 2.5 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5 2.5 2.5
msep 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
lsuc 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
fsuc 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2,0.25, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6 0.2
g 122 122 122 122 122
4 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27
b 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016
kL,max 1 1 1 1 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20

Fig. 17. Amplitude spectrum of VIV response at node 189.
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Fig. 18. CF VIV induced annual fatigue damage.
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4.3. Results and discussion

4.3.1. Trench depth
Continuous contact between SCR and seabed can cause trench development. This study simulates

trenches with different depth by changing jzjmax. Figs. 18 and 19 illustrate the VIV induced annual
fatigue damage. Different from the vessel oscillation induced fatigue damage, the maximum value
along TDZ is smaller than that along the catenary zone. By default the fatigue damage in the following
context refers to the maximum fatigue damage at TDZ.

As trench becomes deeper, the position of CF VIV induced maximum fatigue damage moves left
obviously, while the position of ILVIV nearly remains constant. Fig. 20 shows that CF and ILVIV induced
maximum fatigue damages decrease with trench development. For shallow trench, the maximum
fatigue damage of CF VIV is apparently larger than that of IL VIV. However, trench development can
diminish the difference, and even make the latter larger.
Fig. 19. IL VIV induced annual fatigue damage.



Fig. 20. Maximum fatigue damage along TDZ.
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4.3.2. Mudline shear strength and shear strength gradient
Higher mudline shear strength and shear strength gradient corresponding to stiffer seabed give

higher maximum annual fatigue damage, see Figs. 21 and 22. The CF and IL VIV induced fatigue
damages both almost linearly increase with increasing mudline shear strength and shear strength
gradient. When the mudline shear strength increases from 1.0 to 3.5 kPa, the increments of the CF and
IL fatigue damage are 2.16 � 10�3 and 1.42 � 10�3 respectively. When the shear strength gradient
increases from 1.5 to 4.5 kPa/m, the increments of the CF and IL fatigue damage are 8.4 � 10�4 and
1.26 � 10�3 respectively. Therefore, the ratios of CF and IL fatigue damage to mudline shear strength
approximately equal 8.64�10�4 (2.16� 10�3/2.5) and 5.68� 10�4 (1.42� 10�3/2.5) respectively, while
the ratios to shear strength gradient are 2.8 � 10�4 (8.4 � 10�4/3) and 4.2 � 10�4 (1.26 � 10�3/3). This
indicates that the fatigue damage is more sensitive to the mudline shear strength, especial for CF VIV.

4.3.3. Clay suction
Clay suction is a special phenomenon, which is well captured by the present SCR-soil interaction

model. It should be noted that the clay suction of this model only corresponds to the vertical
Fig. 21. Maximum fatigue damage along TDZ vs. S0.



Fig. 22. Maximum fatigue damage along TDZ vs. Sg.
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response. Fig. 23 shows its effect on the CF and IL fatigue damage. It is noted that the variation of CF
fatigue damage is very little, while for IL VIV, the growth rate of fatigue damage is 53.7%. Therefore,
the clay suction has barely effect on the lateral response, but significantly changes the vertical
response.

4.3.4. Seabed lateral stiffness
So far there is not a relative sophisticated approach to simulate the lateral SCR-soil interaction. This

section is to investigate the effect of the seabed lateral stiffness on the CF and IL fatigue damage. Figs. 24
and 25 show that higher lateral stiffness corresponding to harder horizontal restriction makes the
position of CF maximum fatigue damage closer to TDP, while the position almost remains constant for
ILVIV. Fig. 26 illustrates the maximum fatigue damage at TDZ vs. seabed lateral stiffness. It is noted that
the seabed lateral stiffness not only has significant effect on the CF fatigue damage, but also severely
affects the IL fatigue damage. Therefore, it is crucial to reasonably model the SCR-soil lateral interaction
for accurate prediction of fatigue damage of a SCR.
Fig. 23. Maximum fatigue damage along TDZ vs. fsuc.



Fig. 24. CF fatigue damage vs. node number.
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5. Conclusions

A time domain approach for coupled CF and IL VIV prediction has been proposed. The riser
model of Han∅ytangen is used to validate it by comparison of displacement and annual fatigue
damage. The results show good agreement. To broaden the understanding of VIV induced fatigue of
SCR, especially along TDZ, a SCR-soil interaction model considering the trench shape, clay suction
and seabed lateral stiffness are integrated with the VIV prediction approach, and a targeted SCR is
simulated. Considering the indispensability of natural frequencies in VIV analysis, Modal analysis is
first conducted. The mode shape denotes that only modes in or perpendicular to SCR plane are apt
to be excited. Additionally, except for low order modes, two adjacent modes in and perpendicular to
SCR plane generally have the equal frequency. Parametric studies are then carried out to investigate
Fig. 25. IL fatigue damage vs. node number.



Fig. 26. Maximum fatigue damage along TDZ vs. fsuc.
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the effect of seabed characteristics on the fatigue damage of the SCR along TDZ, and some con-
clusions are obtained:

(1) For this SCR, CF and IL VIV induced maximum fatigue damages both decrease with trench
development. When seabed trench is shallow, CF VIV induced maximum fatigue damage is
obviously larger than IL VIV. However, as trench becomes deeper, the difference reduces, and
inverse result even occurs.

(2) CF and IL VIV induced maximum fatigue damages increase with increment of mudline shear
strength and shear strength gradient. The sensitivity of the maximum fatigue damage to
mudline shear strength slightly decreases, whereas the maximum fatigue damage has nearly
linear relationship with shear strength gradient.

(3) Due to CF VIV perpendicular to SCR plane, clay suction barely affects the related maximum fa-
tigue damage. However, IL induced maximum fatigue damage increases obviously with
increasing clay suction.

(4) Larger seabed lateral stiffness gives higher CF and IL VIV induced maximum fatigue damage, and
makes the position of CF VIV induced fatigue damage closer to TDP. However, the maximum
fatigue damage position of IL VIV almost remains constants with variation of lateral stiffness.

Finally, it should be noted that VIV induced maximum fatigue damage of the whole SCR is not
located at TDZ. Next work will focus on the combination of VIV and vessel oscillation induced fatigue
damage, and identifies the critical position.
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